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Abstract 
The present work focuses on one of the more promising new post-combustion 
technologies using calcium-based materials, known as the “Ca-looping cycle” process, 
which endeavors to scrub CO2 from flue gases and syngases by using natural lime-based 
sorbents and which appears to potentially offer limited CO2 a t re osts. So  the ma or 
driving force is to improve overall efficiency, reduce the cost, and minimize adverse 
environmental impacts of post-combustion Ca-looping cycle CO2 capture, as compared 
to more onventional te hnolo ies e. .  amine-base  solvent s r bbin . There is a 
large energy penalty with amine scrubbing, the closest to market te hnolo . 

The main ob e tive o  this ork is to evelo  a irst rin i les mo el to sim late 
different natural sorbents looping cycle performance in a fixed bed reactor laboratory 
s ale s stem. 

A rigorous non-linear dynamic model of the looping cycle process was developed in 
P S  base  on the m ltis ale on e t. The m ltis ale mo elin  is an emer in  

technique, where the characteristic length for each phenomena that occurs is taken into 
consideration, leading to a set of submodels with different scale len ths. These 
submodels when coupled together allow the simulation of a macrosystem (Hangos and 

ameron  . ter the i enti i ation o  the hara teristi  imensions involve  in the 
models, the first step is the development of a single particle model, which takes into 
account the energy and material transport, undergoing reactions (carbonation and 
al ination  an  str t ral han es insi e the arti le. The material an  heat trans ort 

insi e the arti le take into a o nt the str t ral han es. etailed models of single 
arti le n er oin  les o  al ination an  arbonation are evelo e . n im rove  

decay approach is introduced in the model for those sorbents exhibiting carbonation 
e a  ith the n mber o  les. The e erimental hara teri ation of the samples gave 

vital information on the physicochemical changes occurring during testing that need to 
be es ribe  in the mo el in the arbonation e a  n tion. The onversion e a  oes 
not only depend on the number of cycles, but also on the conditions of the previous 
cycles, temperature, pressure, gas phase composition and characteristics of the material 

se  or the arbonation. o el arameters are estimate  rom e erimental res lts 
obtaine  or i erent sorbents teste  Santos et al.  Pinheiro et al.  . Several 
simulations for different sorbents and operating conditions were performed and the 
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mo el as vali ate  ith e erimental ata obtaine  in a i e  be  rea tor. t as also 
important to ensure that the model is numerically stable ithin a lar e ran e o  val es. 
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